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Fluid separator 
Abstract 
This disclosure relates to a device for the separation of a mixture of a liquid and a gas. Disclosed is 
also a method relating thereto.  
 
Description 
This disclosure relates to a device for the separation of a mixture of a liquid and a gas. Separators are 
known in the art, but a scaling of the state-of-the-art separators (e.g. from the oil and gas industry) 
to achieve an acceptable outlet quality leads to an excessive increase in size. This disclosure aims at 
providing a separator having a more compact footprint or at least at providing alternatives to the 
state of the art, without a decrease in outlet quality. Additionally, this disclosure provides a 
separator, which has an elongated design rather than a bulky design, which may be favourable in 
some installations. 
Illustrated in Figure 1 below, is a schematic drawing separator, which may separate a mixture of a 










Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a separator 
The separator receives a mixture input comprising a mixture of a gas and a liquid from at least one 
electrolyzer. The at least one electrolyzer may constantly feed a stream of the mixture to the 
separator. In this example, the liquid is an electrolyte and the gas is hydrogen, however, in another 
example, other mixtures may be separated. In a second example, there may be a mixture of an 
electrolyte and oxygen fed to the separator by the at least one electrolyzer.  
In this example, the mixture is fed through a tubing from the at least one electrolyzer to the main 
header of the separator. In another example, the mixture supply may be fed from another source to 
the separator, e.g. from a storage tank. In some examples, there may be another number of tubings 
to feed the mixture to the separator or the tubings may have another geometry. The main header is 
a cylinder in this example. In another example, it may be a fluid container having another cross-
section, e.g. oval, rectangular or hexagonal. 
In this disclosure, a tubing is to be understood as a fluid conduit, which enables fluid connection 
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e.g. oval or rectangular. The tubings are illustrated in Figure 1 with lines. The arrows are indicating 
the flow direction in the tubings. 
The tubings are connected to a main header to feed the mixture into the main header. In this 
example, the tubings are connected to the upper half of the main header. In another example, the 
tubings may be connected to the main header from the sides, the top or the bottom. 
The main header is in fluid connection with a lower header, which is located beneath the main 
header. In this example, the main header is connected to the lower header by two tubings, which are 
connected to the bottom of the main header and the top of the lower header. In another example, 
there may be another number of tubings and the at least one tubing may have a different shape or 
another cross-section. In some examples, the at least one tubing may be connected to the lower half 
of the main header and/or to the upper half of the lower header. The lower header may be a cylinder 
or it may be a fluid container having another cross-section, e.g. oval, rectangular or hexagonal. In 
some examples, the main header, the lower header and the at least one tubing connecting them may 
be formed by a single piece, e.g. by a single casting. Preferably, the main header and the lower 
header are having a similar shape, i.e. they may have a similar footprint to reduce the overall 
footprint of the separator. In some examples, the main header and the lower header may have an 
elongated shape, e.g. in the form of a cylinder or a cuboid. Having an elongated shape may be 
favourable in some installation, where the footprint of the separator is important, e.g. when there is 
not enough space for a more bulky design. 
The separator comprises a gas outlet arranged at the top of the main header, for the transport of the 
gas, which was separated from the liquid, to a consumer or a storage. In some examples, the gas 
outlet may be arranged at an upper portion of the main header. 
The separator may comprise a vent line, which connects the lower header to the gas outlet. In some 
examples, the vent line may connect the lower header to an upper part of the main header. In some 
examples, the vent line may be connected to an upper part of the lower header, e.g. to the top as 
illustrated in this example. 
The separator comprises a liquid outlet arranged at the bottom of the lower header, for the 
transport of the liquid, which was separated from the gas, to a consumer or a storage.  In some 
examples, the liquid outlet may be arranged at a lower portion of the lower header. 
The mixture comprises large fluid droplets (e.g. electrolyte droplets) and gas bubbles. The separator 
comprises several parts to separate the gas from the liquid. 
The main header is used as the main separation zone, where the mixture of the gas and the liquid is 
separated by using gravitational forces. The mixture of the gas and the liquid comprises droplets and 
bubbles of various sizes. The feed of the mixture of the gas and the liquid causes motion of the 
droplets and bubbles in addition to their own gravitational movement in the main header. The 
movement of droplets and bubbles in the main header leads to collision of the droplets and bubbles 
and enables coalescence of the droplets/bubbles. The main header may comprise an inlet diffuser to 
spread the mixture across the main header and reduce the velocity of the mixture. The main header 
may comprise at least one mesh to facilitate coalescence of the droplets and/or bubbles. 
The liquid accumulates at the bottom of the main header due to its larger density compared to the 
gas, which accumulates at the top of the main header. The gas (e.g. the hydrogen or oxygen) may 
then be moved through the gas outlet to a consumer or a storage. 
The liquid is moving through the two tubings towards the lower header as it follows gravity. In any of 
the two tubings between the main header and the lower header, a baffle plate may be installed. The 
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baffle plate may for example be a metal plate comprising multiple perforations. In another example, 
the baffle plate may have another geometry to have a desired interaction with the fluid flow through 
the tubings. In some examples, there may be multiple baffle plates installed in any of the tubings. In 
this example, the baffle plate forms multiple apertures in the flow path of the fluid towards the 
lower header. Through the apertures in the baffle plates moves both the flow of the fluid from the 
main header towards the lower header and the flow of gas from the lower header towards the main 
header, creating turbulences and facilitating separation of the mixture of the liquid and the gas, e.g. 
by popping gas bubbles, which are comprised within the mixture. 
The baffle plate may improve the separation of the mixture in abnormal operation scenarios, e.g. 
when the liquid level in the separator is low, bubbles may get moved towards the lower header by 
the gravitational force and they may get popped at the baffle plate, separating the gas and the liquid. 
When e.g. there is an increased electrolyte flow rate from the main header towards the lower 
header, the baffle plate may help to filter any larger gas bubbles out of the electrolyte stream. 
In the lower header there is a higher liquid to gas ratio compared to the main header. In the lower 
header a third separation takes place as the gas will accumulate at the top of the lower header and 
may move through the vent line towards the main header/the gas outlet. Additionally, the supply of 
mixture coming from the main header through the two tubings creates turbulence in the lower 
header, which may improve the separation process within the lower header. 
At the bottom of the lower header, the liquid outlet enables to move the liquid, which was separated 
from the gas, to move towards a consumer or a storage. 
The tubings, the main header and the lower header are easy to manufacture and enable a compact 
design for the separator, as the separator comprises no additional engineering equipment (e.g. 
pumps, valves, etc.). 
The person skilled in the art will understand that any combination of the disclosed features as well as 
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